NEST – building the future together

Lightweight concrete shell design

Wooden building materials for the 21st century

Working in the office of the future
Do these limitations at NEST to a certain extent force the researchers to be flexible and find new solutions?

Matthias Kohler: Yes, it brings research close to reality. When you build in the city, you never have an ideal situation. Some plots are facing “plots” — or units — larger ones and smaller ones. You then have to deal with this given situation and certain limitations in a convincing manner.

Maximum freedom opens up maximum possibilities

NEST provides a solid structure, into which new housing and research modules can keep being slotted. How did you come up with this idea?

Fabio Gramazio: It was important to us to leave the builders and users of the units as much freedom as possible. So we designed a fixed bearing structure. This makes the construction of the units easier as they don’t need any supports, for instance. Secondly, we abandoned the notion that all the units needed to be exactly the same. Instead, we consider NEST like a small town. There are north and south-facing “plots” — or units — larger ones and smaller ones. You then have to deal with this given situation and certain limitations in a convincing manner.

NEST’s exterior will often change — the interior will remain steady and clear. Architects Fabio Gramazio and Matthias Kohler explain the principle of the “upside down lab”.

The finished building looks convincing and coherent. How long did it take you to reach this level of clarity?

Matthias Kohler: You’d be forgiven for thinking that it’s a very stripped-down building at first glance — it only consists of an atrium and the floor slabs. But it isn’t that straightforward. We invested a lot of time and energy in designing this building. Although it will keep changing shape, there are things that simply have to be spot-on.

The emergency escape routes, for instance, always need to work, regardless of which units are placed where. And the position of the doors or connections for the technology should really be optimized so that virtually any conceivable kind of unit can be planned and installed. All this development work is embedded in the skeleton, but it’s practically invisible.

White buildings are made to last for decades, their technology usually needs to be upgraded within 15 years. Can NEST counter this?

Fabio Gramazio: It’s true that building technology has a shorter lifecycle than the physical structure. At present, you adapt the building to this short lifespan. We hope there’s an alternative, though. If you offer the necessary flexibility, if you embrace the unknown instead of defining everything, perhaps there will also be possibilities to construct buildings that are made to last longer again. //

HiLo – futuristic building construction turns real

The HiLo unit of ETH Zurich is to take shape in NEST in 2017. The project extends far into the future: a self-supporting lightweight concrete roof will form the visual ‘crown’ of NEST. The south and west-facing walls will incorporate an adaptive façade with moving solar modules that regulate light and shading as well as the temperature and energy balance of the unit.

From 2017, the architectural crown of the research building will reign from the uppermost platform in the southwest corner of NEST, the HiLo unit. This ambitious project is focusing on further developments in lightweight construction and energy management of buildings. At the same time, the partners — two research groups at ETH Zurich — also want to lend new impetus to design. They are endeavoring to bring about a renaissance of filigree concrete shell architecture that is compatible with today’s energy standards. Arno Schlüter and Philippe Block, both professors of architecture at ETH Zurich, are managing the project together.

Schlüter is responsible for the energy concept and management of the unit. The concept is centered around efficient solar energy generation and self-learning, automatic control approaches for energy supply and space conditioning. One core element is the adaptive solar façade on the south and west-facing sides: square modules of 40 x 40 cm in size are coated with thin-film solar cells from Fulsom, an Empa spinoff. The modules are controlled pneumatically and can rotate around two axes to either follow the sun to collect energy, provide a maximum of shading for the interior or open up the view to the outside.

The indoor climate follows the person.

When the room is unoccupied, the unit is supposed to maximize the solar energy yield. Either electricity is generated actively using the thin-film solar cells on the envelope or the incident sunlight to passively heat up the interior of the unit to the desired temperature. The decision on what action to take is also supposed to be taken in interplay with other NEST units, which pass on their needs to HiLo via the Energy Hub (see page 21).
As soon as an occupant enters HiLo, his/her requirements take priority. The aim is to save the occupant from having to use dozens of buttons on a control panel in order to obtain the right room temperature of pleasant lighting conditions. Instead, HiLo is familiar with certain preferences of its occupants and can use these discretely in the background to optimize energy consumption and maximize comfort. Take for example an occupant who likes a bright, cool room during the day in order to work or concentrate on reading. The solar modules open up the view to the outside, the LED light is adjusted to the brightness and the heating and cooling system creates the desired temperature using the most opportune energy source available at the time. Towards the evening, the occupant wants privacy and slightly warmer conditions. And so, the modules shade the interior and at the same time the temperature increases slightly. The occupant only has to intervene if he/she wants to change the lighting or temperature in the room from his/her probable preferences. The system learns from these interventions to even better adapt in the future.

"Occupant-Centered Control" is the name given to this principle by Schlüter and his team, which they have been testing in their own offices at ETH Zurich for 18 months now. Schlüter’s team fitted a first version of the adaptive façade to the “House of Natural Resources” of ETH Zurich (www.honz.ethz.ch) in August 2015 and has since been researching and further developing the façade, the effect and the control technology. For HiLo, the technology is taken to a next dimension, with two façades influencing the climate of the indoor space, which due to its spatial sophistication, is more complex to control.

"The research on comfort in buildings has created a vast body of knowledge over the past 30 years", says Schlüter. "Nowadays we pretty much know at which conditions most people feel comfortable, but we don’t consider the context enough, like cultural and psychological aspects. In HiLo, we want to revisit and validate these findings, which also mostly stem from laboratory situations, in a real-life environment."

The research project is to run several years, as the intention is for guest scientists from different cultural regions to spend time living in HiLo and have their preferences and impressions collected. What, for example, does a Norwegian, a Somali, an Indian and a Colombian need to all feel comfortable, and how is this different? HiLo will help to gather these data and to refine the automation and control of the systems accordingly. At the same time the effectiveness and efficiency of the technology will be tested in real-life conditions.

**Lukewarm water for heating**

The whole endeavor is even more ambitious due to the fact that HiLo is not only a building with a large percentage of glass on the façade, but also has different, controllable heating system components. One of the design innovations, an activated lightweight concrete floor, will be used for the ceiling of the private en suites of HiLo. The floor system incorporates water piping that heats or cools the room facing surface as required, thus functioning as a radiant heating or cooling element. "Using large surfaces for radiation exchange is a very efficient way of achieving a pleasant interior climate", says Schlüter. And there is another advantage of the integrated design: "We can use water with a low temperature for the heating - for example from free waste heat supplied from the NEST backbone that cannot be used for any other purpose." And so the designer apartment also recycles ‘leftovers’.

**Shell roof as a sandwich design**

With the elegant concrete shell designs of architect Heinz Isler (1926-2009), Switzerland has a strong tradition of interesting, modern shell architecture. These structures include the highway service area at Dettingen Süd, the indoor swimming pool in Brugg and the Flieger-Flak-Museum in Dübendorf. Together with the Block Research Group at ETH Zurich, Philippe Block is continuing his legacy with research into thin and expressive lightweight construction using concrete. Unlike Isler, however, the conditions he is working in are different, as single-layer concrete shell roofs don’t even come close to meeting today’s energy standards. That also applies to the multi-curved shell designed by the team as the roof of HiLo.

Schlüter sees this obstacle as a sporting challenge. “Unlike in cold buildings, such as service stations, our roof covers a heated residential space. This means it has to be well insulated and cannot have any thermal bridges.” According to Block, this is very doable. “We have already created several shells on different continents.” Nevertheless, the HiLo roof is an ambitious individual piece. "To address the building physical requirements, we are building it in four layers," explains Block. "The inside layer is exposed architectural concrete with an embedded heating and cooling pipe system. Then, an insulation layer follows onto which the second layer of concrete is applied. Finally, there is another layer of insulation with thin-film solar cells on top.”

**Ultra-thin concrete interior cladding**

Particularly the roof’s construction process is innovative, with its individual layers applied one by one on a carefully engineered cable-net and fabric formwork. The shell is 30 centimetres thick at its five point supports. However, its optimised form allows an average structural thickness of just 6 centimetres and as little as 3 centimetres thick at the shell’s outer edges. Remarkably, because of the innovative flexible formwork, there is no need for any scaffolding under the roof. While the roof is being concreted, other trades can carry on in the interior of the HiLo.
Lightweight floors for skyscrapers
A further innovation being made a reality by the Block Research Group in HiLo is the design of the novel, self-supporting, concrete floors. They do not need the usual steel reinforcement that has been used to build concrete slabs for more than 100 years. “Concrete cannot really withstand any tensile forces, but it is very happy to carry loads in compression as an arch,” explains Block, “so we designed a stiffened vaulted floor that carries all applied loads in compression.”

As a result, the ribbed floor is around 70% lighter than traditional concrete floor slabs, so it could help to save considerably on materials and thus on costs in skyscrapers in the future. In NEST, the floor will be used in a real-life environment for the first time. It separates the lower level of the duplex apartment from the open space under the curvaceous shell roof.

Prototype will confirm the concept
Because not only the construction method but also the layered structure of the HiLo roof are so unique, the team is currently planning a full-scale prototype of the roof design. Together, scientists and practitioners are entering into a venture that could represent a huge step forward for construction technology in Switzerland.
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Pilot or passenger?

The future is a lot like luck. Some want to force it – and are bound to miss it; others sit back and wait for luck to come to them – and end up waiting in vain. But the worldly wise know what it’s all about: We have to make ourselves seem so attractive that fortune doesn’t overlook us when it happens to whiz by, but rather takes notice and thinks: Look over there; I can do all sorts of things with this Empa lot.

And the future? Can we plan it? As we – unlike the Gods – don’t know what it holds, this would be planning the unplannable. So sit back and wait then? This would reinforce the already rampant fear mongers, who see nothing but climate change, wars and disasters looming on the horizon and are obsessed with safety: Prevent worse from happening, conserve what we’ve got, no experiments. This heightens the risk of the future catching us on the wrong foot.

Anyone who wants the future needs to work with it. First, we have to look attractive – for variations of futuristic eventualities. We have to motivate, transform, invent and rejuvenate ourselves – to arm ourselves for the unexpected. Can we manage that? At NEST? The name is deceptive: You don’t settle in all nice and cozily here; you join to re-emerge completely different, no sitting on your laurels; you live a makeshift existence – to discover how to build, reside and live more sophisticatedly and intelligently. You function virtually like nature here, which, instead of taking the rushy route, muddles its way through by checking all the options, including those that seem futile. Evolutionary drive doesn’t get any better than that.

At present, the future tends to be primed in a more one-tracked manner. Digitization is the magic word here. Cars that drive by themselves, houses that keep tabs on themselves, apps that control us. It all comes across as quite pretentious and just seems like one ginormous infantalization program. Evidently, our future is supposed to consist of having sensors at the bar tell us that one whisky really was enough; after all, we want to perform well on our morning jog, and the health insurance company agrees.

What do we want? Fifty years ago, we dreamed of flying cars. Flying, beating gravity, conquering space. And now? We are supposed to be cowered around like infants. The old visions regarded the future as an anthem of change, an explosion of human possibilities. Most digital designs increase comfort, nothing more, in favor of external control. They serve a society of unimaginative consumer zombies, who are always told what they are supposed to want next.

Mobility may well run like clockwork at first if we remove accident-prone humans from the traffic equation. And if it manages itself, energy efficiency may well work at first, too. Then digital versus analog behaves like reason versus freedom; machine versus man. Machines don’t make mistakes; they don’t even know how. They are never drunk, in love, tired, distracted, sad or high. Humans make 1,001 mistakes because they are always elsewhere in whatever they do. But only thanks to this are imagination, melancholy, dreams, brainwaves, collapses and innovations born…

To whom does the future belong? The machine! Freedom! Us? Will we still be pilots in future – or just passengers? Will we use what others program – or will we program our future? We are already deciding this today. At Empa’s NEST. In ETH Zurich nests. Soon in the Innovation Park. One day throughout the entire Swiss nest? Do we want to be the pinnacle of technology, i.e. pioneers and not merely users? Do we want to think as well as amass knowledge: linguistically, artistically, philosophically? The future has the Swiss nest as a laboratory that pairs off contrasts instead of separating them: research & industry, technology & art, society & genius. The future thrives on provocations of chance.